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ALGEBRAIC STABILITY AND ERROR PROPAGATION 
IN RUNGE-KU’ITA METHODS 

J.F.B.M. KRAAIJEVANGER and M.N. SPIJKER 
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of L.&den, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands 

This paper is concerned with Runge-Kutta methods for the numerical solution of initial value problems in 
ordinary differential equations. For these methods we review the fundamental concept of algebraic stability 
(introduced in 1979 independently by Burrage and Butcher (11 and by Crouzeix [2]). We prove a new theorem 
implying that algebraic stability is a necessary and sufficient condition fo, a stable propagation of numerical 
errors. 

Dahlquist and Jeltsch [6] introduced a generalized concept of dgebraic stability and proved its equivalence to 
contractivity under the assumption that the Runge-Kutta methods are not confluent. Our theorem also implies 
this equivalence when the methods are confluent. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Runge-Kutta methods 

We deal with the numerical solution of the system of ordinary differential equations 

(1 1) . 

under an initial condition U(0) = uO. Here q, is a given vector in the s-dimensional real vector 
space IRS and f:R xBB ’ + RS denotes a given function. Further, U( t ) E IIT!’ is unknown (for 
t > 0). 

The general Runge-Kutta method for the approximation of U(t) cazl be characterized by a 
so-called coefficient scheme 
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Here aij, bj are real constants specifying the method. 
The method consists in generating approximations ur, ua, us,. . . obtained by computing for 

n = 1, 2, 3,. , . 

U” = U,_l + h, i bjf(t,-1 4. cjhny vi)- ( 1.2a) 
j=l 
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Here ui are vectors (depending on n) that satisfy the relations 

Yi= ‘n-1 + h, i aijf(r,-* +cJhn* Yj)* i= I,2 ,..., m. (1.2b) 
j-1 - 

In the above h, > 0 denotes the nth step size and t, = h, + h, + l . l -t h,,, u, = U( t,). Further 

=i =a,,+ai2+ *.. +ai, and m is called the number of stages. 
In case the computations would start with a slightly perturbed initial vector E,, instead of uO, 

we would obtain ii,, a,, ii,, . . c satisfying for n = 1, 2, 3,. . . 

ii, = ii,_, +h, C bjf(t,-1 +Cjh,v Y,)v (1.3a) 
j=l 

m 

yi = ii,_, + h, C aijf(t,_, + cjh,, $)v i = 1,29...9 m. (1.3b) 
j=l 

In this paper we are interested in conditions under which the errors ii, - u, do not grow unduly 
when n increases. 

1.2. Contractivity 

Assume 

(fk +-f(t* _Y). x-y) GO for tER, x,yEW. 0 4) . 

Here(., l ) stands for an arbitrary inner product in IR”, and 1 l 1 will denote the corresponding 
norm. As is well known (see e.g. [4,7]) assumption (1.4) implies that, for any two solutions U and 
0 to (1 .l), the norm 1 o( t ) - U( t ) 1 does not increase when t increases. It is natural to require 
that this property of the differential equation carries over to the numerical process. We thus 
arrive at the requirement 

14 - U”l G l~n_,-q*l, n= 1,2,3 ,.... (1 9 . 

Let (h,) be a sequence of step siies and f and ( l , 0) as above. Following the terminology of 
[6,7] we call the (method specified by the) coefficient scheme S contractive with respect to ( h, ), f 
and ( = , l ), if (1.5) holds whenever ( u, > and ( ii,, ) are two sequences satisfying (1.2) and (1.3). 

In order to formulate a simple criterion for contractivity the following definitions are needed. 
We introduce the m x m matrices 

B=diag@,, b, ,..., b,,,), A = (aij). 

and the column vector 

b = (b,, b,,..., b,,,j! 

We call the coefficient scheme S algebraically stable if the two matrices 

B and BA + ATB,- bbT 

are positive-semidefinite. Further, we call a coefficient scheme S with m stages reducible if there 
is a scheme S’ with m’ < m stages generating the same approximations u, as S. Conditions on S 
implying reducibility were given in [6,10] (cf. also [7]). In the following we shall deal with 
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coefficient schemes S that are irreducible in the sense that the conditions in [6) or those in [lo) 
are violated. 

The following theorem follows easily from the material presented in [1,2,10]. 

Theorem 1.1. Let the coefficient scheme S be irreducible (in the sense of [lo]). Then algebraic 
stability is necessary and sufficient for contractivity with respect to all ( h, ), f and ( 9 , 8 > satisfying 
(1.4). 

1.3. Looking for stabit@ instead of contractivity 

We call the coefficient scheme S stable with respect to ( h, ), f and ( l , l ), if the effect of an 
arbitrary perturbation ii, - u. can be bounded by 

IV u,] <ye Iii,-u,], n= 1,2,3 ,.... (1 6) . 

Here y stands for any constant independent of n (but possibly depending on ( h,), f, ( l , l ), 
q), &J 

Stability is a weaker property than contractivity, since (1.5) implies (1.6) with y = 1. However, 
in many applications of contractivity the property of stability would do as well. For instance, if 
5, stands for a finite digit representation (in a computer) of the true u. then ii, - u. stands for a 
rounding error. In this situation not only (1.5) but also (1.6) shows that the effect of the rounding 
error on the subsequent approximations is favourable in that this error does not grow unlimitedly 
during the calculations. Further, in case of stability with y only depending on S (and not on 

(Jr,), f, ( l 9 99 u0, Co) one can prove so-called B-convergence estimates (see [7,8]). In the 
literature such estimates have usually been derived by using (1.5), but (1.6) is already sufficient 
for this purpose (cf. [IS]). 

From Theorem 1.1 we see that algebraic stability is a sufficient condition for stability with 
respect to all (h,), f and ( l , l ) satisfying (1.4). But, within the class of schemes S that fail to 
be algebraically stable there are schemes with other favourable properties (e.g. requiring little 
work for computing u, from u,_ 1 )_ Therefore the following question is of importance. 

Is it necessary for a coefficient scheme S to be algebraically stable if it is only 
required to be stable (instead of contractive) with respect to all ( h, >, f and ( 0, 0) 
satisfying (1.4)? 

An analysis of the well-known trapezoidal rule (specified by m = 2, a,, = a,, = 0, azl = az2 = 
b, = b, = 4) suggests that the answer to this question is positive. The corresponding scheme S 
fails to be algebraically stable. Further, an application of S to the initial value problem 

&u(t) = -20(1-t t)_‘(u(t) - l), U(0) = UC) = 1 

reveals severe instability. Choosing h, = 2”-’ we obtain from (1.2) the values u, = 1 whereas 
(1.3) yields 

6” =l+(ii,-1)x” withX= -4 

(cf. also [16, pp. M-1821). 
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In the present paper we shall prove that the answer to the above question is positive indeed 
(cf. also 113, Theorem 4.21). 

As an illustration we consider the following example. 

s = 

10 00 
-- : 100 

-1 1 1 0 

2 -22 -1 1 

(1.7) 

1 f f 1 
6 6 

This coefficient scheme is diagonally implicit (i.e. uii = 0 for all i <j) and therefore allows an 
efficient numerical solution of the system of equations (1.2b) (cf. e.g. [7]). The corresponding 
four-stage method has order of accuracy four (see e.g. [Nil). Further, the coefficient scheme is 
irreducible (in the sense of [lo]) and fails to be algebraically stable although it is strongly 
A-stable(i.e. I(ii,-u,)/(iin_l-~n_,)I ~1 and limI(iin-Un)/(iin_,-Un_l)I ~1 (for h,+ 
m) whenever j(r, x) = Xx where X is a complex scalar with Re X < 0). From Theorem 1.1 we 
only can conclude that there is no contractivity with respect to all ( h, ), f and ( l , 0) satisfying 
(1.4). Using the results formulated in this article, it easily follows that the coefficient scheme (1.7) 
is not even stable with respect to all those ( h, ), f and ( l , 0). 

1.4. Outline of the rest of this paper 

In Section 2 we present the main results of this paper in such a fashion that they are readily 
accessible also for the reader who is not interested in the proofs. 

In Section 2.1 we turn to a framework, due to Dahlquist and Jeltsch [6], in which functions f 
are considered that satisfy a generalized version of the inequality (1.4). In this framework these 
authors proved a generalized version of algebraic stability to be equivalent to contractivity (see 
(1.5)). Their proof is valid only for schemes S with ci f ci (for all i f j). Our main Theorem 2.4, 
formulated in Section 2.1, implies that this generalized version of algebraic stability is not only 
equivalent to contractivity but also to stability (in the sense of (1.6)). Moreover this theorem is 
valid also for schemes S violating the above requirement ci if cj (for i f j). 

In Section 2.2 we include into our considerations the important question whether the systems 
of algebraic equations (1.2b) have unique solutions y,, yz, . . . , ym. Using Theorem 2.4 we give in 
Corollary 2.8 conditions under which the above mentioned generalized version of algebraic 
stability nicely becomes equivalent to the simultaneous presence of contractivity and of unique 
solutions to these systems of equations. 

In Section 2.3 we discuss various modified versions of the theorems presented in Sections 2.1 
and 2.2. 

Finally. Section 3 is of a technical nature. In Section 3.1 we present a series of lemmata needed 
in Section 3.2. The latter section contains the key result, Theorem 3.8. Our proof of this theorem 
can be viewed as a nontrivial extension of the proof in [lo] of the fact that contractivity implies 
algebraic stability. At the end of Section 3.2 we give a proof of Theorem 2.4 based on Theorem 
3.8. 
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2. Formulation of the main results 

2.1. Error propagation 

Let (0, 9) be a gi ven inner product in R” with corresponding norm 1.1. For arbitrary 
functions f : Ip X Ip” + CQ” we define the quantity ~[f] E ( - 00, oo] by 

p[/] = sup (fk 4 -f(t. u)* X-Y) 
Ifk 4 -fh u) I 2 * 

Here the supremum is for all real t and all x,y E IRS with f( I, .x) sf( t, _v). Using the 

convention sup $9 = - 00 we see that assumption (1.4) is equivalent to 

Let S be a given coefficient scheme with A, B and b as in Section 1.2. Following ideas of (61 
we focus on situations where, for some real p E (0, ao), 

B and (BA + A*B - bb* + p-‘B) are positive-semidefinite. (2 I) . 

Definition 2.1. The radius of algebraic stability r(S) E (0, ao] is given by 

r(S)=sup(plp=Oor(O<p< do and (2.1) holds)). 

Clearly the coefficient scheme S is algebraically stable (as defined in Section 1.2) if and only if 

r(S) = 00. 

The radius r(S) can be computed by using the following lemma (see 161). 

Lemma 2.2. Let the scheme S be irreducible ( in the sense of [ 6 I). Then r( S ) > 0 if and only if b, > 0 
(i= 1, 2,..., m). In this case r(S) = 4-l (if X < 0), r(S) = 00 : if X 2 0) where X denotes the 
smallest eigenvalue of the matrix 

B-“2(BA + A*B - bbr)B-“2. 

In the next theorem we formulate a simple criterion for contractivity. In this theorem we refer, 
forgiven arE(- 00, 0] and H E (0, oo], to the propositions: 

(Pl) r(s) 2 (-2*)% 

(P2) The scheme S is contractive with respect to all ( h, ), f and ( -, l ) satisfying 
O<h,<Hand Y[f]<a. 

In case LY = 0 or H = 00 the right-hand member in (Pl) stands for ?x). Adapting the main result 
in [6] to the above definitions and notations one arrives at the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.3. LRf S be .a given coefficient scheme ard lel cy E ( -. co. 01. H E (0, cc 1. Then ( Pl ) 
implies (P2). In case Ci # Cj (for i #j) proposition (P2) efso implies (PI). 

This theorem gives rise to the question whether the restriction to the case c, z c’, (for i + j) in 
the second statement of the theorem is essential. Moreover the question arises whether it is 
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necessary for a scheme S (with c, # ci (for i f j)) to satisfy (Pl) if it is only required to have the 
following property (P3) (which is weaker than (P2)). 

(P3) The scheme S is stable with respect to all ( h, ), f and ( 0, 0) where 0 < h, < H, f is 
continuous and ~[f] < a. 

Both of the above questions are answered by the following theorem constituting the main result 
of this paper. 

Theorem 2.4. Let a E ( - (30, 0] and H E (0, oo] be given and let the coefficient scheme S be 
irreducible (in the sense of [lo]). Then (P3) implies (PI). 

A combination of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 yields: 

CorAary 2.5. Let a E ( - oo, 0] and H E (0, oo] be given and lee S be irreducible ( in the sense of 

[lo]). Then the algebraic condition (Pl), the cuntractivity property (P2) and the stability property 
(P3) are equivalent to each other. 

Choosing a = 0 and H = 00 the above implies: 

Corollary 2.6. Let S be irreducible ( in the sense of [Ii!]). Then the fol!owing three propositions are 
equivalent : 

( pl ) S is algebraically stable. 
(~2) S is contractive with respect to all ( h, >, 1 and ( - , - > sati@ng (1.4). 
(~3) S is stable with respect to ail ( h, ), f and ( l , - 1) satisfying (1.4). 

The last corollary answers the question raised in Section 1.3. 

2.2. Solvability of the algebraic equations 

For given a E ( - 60, 0] and H E (0. cx)] one might conjecture that condition (Pl) guarantees 
the existence of a (unique) solution y,, yz, . . . , y, to (1.2b) provided 0 < h, < H, v[f] < a and f 
is continuous. But. in [3] a counterexample was constructed showing this conjecture to be false in 
case a = 0 and H E (0, co]. Without proof we mention that this construction can be adapted so 
as to yield a counterexample also when a < 0 and H E (0, ao). Only in the exceptional case when 
a < 0 and H = 00 it follows from [14] or [ 1 l] that the above conjecture is true (provided S is 
irreducible [a]). 

It is clear that contractivity in the absence of solutions to equations (1.2b) makes little sense. 
Therefore we look for conditions under which (Pl) is still equivalent to contractivity accompa- 
nied by existence and uniqueness for equations (1.2b). 

The following lemma will be helpful. 

Lemma 2.7. L.et a E ( - 00, O] and H E (0, oo] be given and let the coej;ficient scheme S be 
irreducible ( in the sense of [6]). Let f : R x R ' + W" be continuous with v[ f ] < a, and u,_, E IF8 ‘, 
0 < h, < H. Then condition ( Pl) guarantees that the system of equations (1.2b) has a unique 
sAtion y,, yz, . . . , y,. 
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Proof. From (Pl) it follows that r(S) > 0. By Lemma 2.2 all bi are thus positive. A-1 application 
of [ll, Corollary 2.41 (with h = h,, D = B and p = h = 0) completes the proof. 0 

Combining Lemma 2.7 with Corollary 2.5 we arrive at the following final corollary. 

Corollary 2.8. Let QL E ( - 00, 0] and H E (0, ao] be given and let the scheme S be irreducible ( both 
in the sense of [6] and of [IO]). Then condition (PI) is necessary and sufficient for the following 
property (P4): 

w The scheme S is contractive with respect to all ( h, ), f and ( l , 9 > where 0 < h, < H, f 
is continuous and v[ f ] < a. Moreover for all such h, and f the systems (1.2b) have 
unique solutions. 

2.3. Modifications and coun terexamples 

(I) In [3,6] functions f : R x 6” + Cs were considered instead of f : Iw x R” + ii71 f In view of 
the usual isomorphism between C and lR2 this discrepancy is not essential. Therefore the results 
of [3,6] used in the Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are applicable indeed. Conversely, our theory presented 
above could have been formulated as weil in a complex framework. 

(2) In [6] contractivity was studied also for functions f with v[ f ] > 0. We have restricted our 
considerations to the case v[ f ] < 0 for several reasons. First of all we have not been able to 
prove a full analogue of Theorem 2.4 with e > 0. Further, the presentation in the Sections 2.1 
and 2.2 would have become considerably more complicated. Moreover the requirement of 
contractivity would have become unnatural since no continuous analogue of this property need 
be present in the differential equation (1.1). Finally we would have been obliged to deal with step 
size restrictions of type h, >, H > 0 (cf. [6]) which look unrealistic. 

(3) Proposition (P3) occurring in Theorem 2.4 concerns possibly variable step sizes h, E (0, H). 
Theorem 2.4 does not remain true if proposition (P3) would be weakened by allowing only 
constant step sizes h, = h E (0, H) (for n = 1, 2, 3,. . . )_ A counterexample is provided by the 
trapezoidal rule. Choosing LY = 0, H = oo and h, = h E (0, 00) it can be proved (cf. [5,12]) that 
(1.6) holds with 

y= pi,--u,p Ii&)- u, + fh[f(to, n,) -f!t,, u,)] Ia 

The weaker version of (P3) thus holds, but (Pl) (with ( - 2ey)-‘H = 00) is violated since the 
trapezoidal rule is not algebraically stable. 

(4) The above counterexample leaves the question unsettled whether Theorem 2.4 remains 
true if (P3) is modified by allowing only h, = h E (0, H) and simultaneously requiring stability 
with y in (1.6) only depending on S (and not on h, _fV ( l , l ), uo, i&J. 

We give a counterexample showing that the answer to this question is negative. 
Let f be continuous, v[ f ] < Q[ = 0, H = 00, h, = h E (0, oo) and f 0 

so = 

i ! -2’ 2. 
-- : 2 
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Since b, = - i there is no algebraic stability so that (Pl) is violated. Further S, is irreducible (in 
the sense of [lo]). 

Let the sequence ( u, ) be generated by an application of S,. Defining mappings G,(t) : UU” + IRS 

such that u, = G,((t,_,)u,_, we have 

48 = G&_,). l -- l Go(~,)G&,)u,. 

An easy calculation shows that G,(t) = G2( t - $h)G,(t) where G,(t) and G,(r) are mappings 
corresponding to the coefficient schemes 

%=(f) and s*=( r,i, 
respectively. Further G,( t + $h&( t) = G,(t) where G3( t) corresponds to the coefficient scheme 

2 0 

S,= I 3 $ . 
3 -- 
2 : 

I 
Writing Gi(Xh) = Gi,x we thus have 

Url = G2.,_3,2G3,n-~,2. l l l l ~3.3,2~3.1,2~3,-1,2~1.0~0- 

Suppose v = G,( t)u. Then 

v = u + jhf(t + 2h, yl) - +hf(t + 2h, y2h 
y, = u + 2hf(t + 2k y,), 
y2 = u + ;hf( t + 2h, Yl) + $?f(t + 2k Y2h 

Using v[ f ] < 0 we obtain 

(Yl -Y29 YrY2) = +h(f(t+W y,)-f(t+W Jo), y,-y2)0. 

Hence y, = y2 so that v = G,( t ) u where the mapping G4( t ) corresponds to 

We thus arrive at the following expression for u,, 

4 = G2,,_3,2G4.n_5,2= . . . .G G G G u 4.3/2 4.1/2 4.- l/2 1 .O 0’ 

Since S, and S, are algebraically stable the corresponding mappings G2( t ) and G4( t) satisfy a 
Lipschitz condition on R” with Lips&k constant L = 1. The scheme S, is not algebraically 
stable but G,( t j satisfies a Lipschitz condition with L = 2. This can be seen from the fact that 
G,( t)u = +(3u - G,( t ) u ) where G5 ( t ) corresponds to the algebraically stable scheme 

The above expression for u,, combined with a similar expression for H,, thus shows that 

I k - UJ <q&-u,l. 

We have proved stability of So with y = 2 independent of h, f, ( . , .), uo, ii,. 
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(5) In our definition of stability (in Section 1.3) the constant y is allowed to depend on (the 
Lips&k constant of) the function f. This dependence causes the property of stability to be of 
little value in the case of so-called stiff problems (1.1) (i.e. problems with a large Lipschitz 
constant, cf. [7,8,13,16]). However, the fact that we have adopted this weak version of stability 
makes our Theorem 2.4 a strong one. Evidently, Theorem 2.4 (as well as Corollaries 2.5 and 2.6) 
remain valid if property (P3) would refer to a stronger stability concept in which y is allowed to 
depend on S (and not on (h,), f, ( l , l ), uo, iio). 

3. The proof of Theorem 2.4 

3.1. Technical lemmata 

In this section S denotes a given coefficient scheme with m stages. 
We shall denote by 2 arbitt ary diagonal matrices of the form 2 = diag( zl, z2,. . . , z,) with 

complex zi. Further I denotes the identity matrix of order m, and e stands for the column vector 
in m all of whose co:lponents are equal to 1. 

In the following the set SB stands for 

!B= ( Z]Re(zj) <O (1 <j<m) and (I-AZ) is nonsingular). 

For arbitrary Z E d we define 

K(Z)=l+bTZ(I-AZ)-‘e 

and 

L(Z)=max(-)zj(2/Re(z~)]l~j~m). 

The following lemma can easily be proved by using the material in [6]. 

Lemma 3.1. Let p E (0, 001 be given. Assume that, for all 2 E 9 with L( 2) < 243, we have 
I K(Z)) < 1. Then r(S) 2 p. 

We further need the following extension, due to [9], of a result already given in [lo]. 

Lemma 3.2 (Hundsdorfer). Let S be irreducible (in the sense of [lo]) and y > 0. Then there exist 
vectorsx=([,, r2,...,5m)T andy=(ql, 772,...,q,JT in UP such thaty=Axand 

tisej9 <~i-~jJ/(~i-~j)< -7 forlCicj<m. 

Praof. In [lo, pp. 328-3311 an algorithm is presented for the construction of vectors x = 
(51, 529.Y 4,)Tand JJ=(~*, r)2,...,7QT in Iw” with 

y=Ax, (5, - 6j)( 7)i-qjjCO forl<i<j<m (3 I) . 

under the assumption that S is irreducible. This algorithm produces a finite sequence of triples 
(x(“), y (“I, K(“)) (n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , IV) with 

.+I E Iw”, y'"'E R", ytn) = Ax(") and K(“) c (1, 2,. . . , m } . 
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The initial triple (x, y, K) = (x(O), y(O), K(O)) is defined by 

x=e , y=Ae, K= (I,2 ,..., m>, 

and therefore it obviously has the property 

(Vi-Vj>/(ri-~j) < -Y for all i, j with &+Ej. (3 2) . 

In each step of the algorithm the triple (x(“), y(“), K(“)) is transformed into the triple 

(x (n+l), y (n+l), KM’11 ). Each such transformation depends on a small parameter S = a,, E (0,l) 
which has to be chosen sufficiently small. Slightly modifying some of the arguments presented in 
[lo! it is easily seen that, for i$ small enough, property (3.2) remains valid for the transformed 
triple 

(x, y, K) = (x(“+i), y(n+l). K(“+“), n = 0, 1, 2,. . ., N - 1. 

Consequently property (3.2) also holds for x = xtN) and y = y(‘“! Since it is shown in [lOI that 
X=X(~) and y=y V) also satisfy (3.1), the proof of the lemma immediately follows. o 

In the following _!F( a) denotes the class of all mappings $ : 63 + 4= with 

Re[(~(x)-~(y))(x-~)]~~~J,(~)-~(Y)~~ fo~all~~Y~6=~ 

We present three technical lemmata concerning the class .F( a). 

Lemma 3.3. Let 4 E .F( a) with a < 0. Then 4 satisfies a iipschitz condition, 

IJ/(x)-9(yll G(-l/a)lx-yl forallx,_WC. 

Proof* use WJ/(x) - $4 YMX - y)] 3 -IW)-~J(YWI~-Y~ (cf. also[61). 0 

Lemma 3.4. Lg: +,,& E .F( a) with a < 0. Then, for any A E [O, I], ah 

#=A$, +(l -A)\cl,EF(a). 

Re[Mx) - S(y))(x -Y)] -al #(x) - G(y) I 2 
= X Re( w,Z) + (1 - A) Re( w*F) 

-a I A21~,12+(1-X)21~2(2+2h(l-~) Re(w,W,)] 

< ah(1 - A)[ I w1 I2 + I w2 1 2 - 2 Re( wIW2)] 

=aA(l-X)Iw,-w2~2<0. 0 

krn.ma 3.5. Let V c C and Go : V --) 43 be such that 

Re[(#,(x) -+~~),jx-Y)] W~&)-J/O(Y)I~ forailx9yEV 

for some a < 0. Then there exists an extension # E 9-(a) of $J~. 
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Proof. Note that C can be seen as a real Hilbert space with inner product (x, y) = Re(xj). The 
corresponding norm 11 x 11 = (x, x)*‘* is equal to the modulus 1 x I. Hence the assumption on J10 
can be written as 

W,bhhAY)9 ~-Y~~~lIJ/,~~~-rl/*~Y~l12 foraHlx,YEK 

and the proof of the lemma immediately follows from (17, Theorem 4.31. q 

The following two lemmata will be essential in the proof of Theorem 3.8. 

Lemma 3.6. Let S be irreducible (in the sense of [lo]), and Z E 3. Let e > 0, L = L( 2) + E and 
q,,,& E C with q0 f &. Then a real 6 > 0 and a mapping 4 E .97( - l/L) exist such that for all 
complex q and q with I q - q0 I < 6 and I 4 - &, I < 6 there are pi and pi satisbing 

pi=q+ i aijJ/(Pj)9 lii=Q+ E aijJ,(Fj)* l<i<m. (3 3) . 

j=l j=l 

Further, the corresponding quantities 

q*=q+ t bjJl(Pj) and ql=q+ ~ biJ/(~j) 
j=l j=l 

sati& 

I~~-41l~(lK(Z)I-&)*I~~-q,I. (3 4) . 

Proof. (1) Let x and y be as in Lemma 3.2 with y = l/L. From the definition of K( 2) we have 

K( 2) = 1 + ~ bjzjsj, Si= 1 + 2 QijZjSj, l<ii,<m. 
j=l j=l 

Let 6 and t be positive parameters to be specified below and define p0.i and p0.i by 

PO-i = trli + 409 F0.i =PO,i + (q0 - 4O)‘iq l<i<m. 

Next we introduce complex disks Bi and fii by 

Bi= (~I~EC, I{-po,iI <a), ji= (J’lSE’, IS-doiI G’), l<i<m. 

Note that Bi= pi if Si = 0. We assume that 6 is small enough and t large enough to imply 

B,nBj=&nfij= Bidj=fl for all i, j with i+j 

and 

BinBi=fl for all i with si#O. 

On the set V= IJLI( Bi U pi) we define a mapping $0 : v + C as follows. For all q,g E C with 

14- qul -<Es md iq- & 1 -< 8 we define 

pi=p(),i+ (q-40), +O(Pi) = ‘tiv l<i<m, (3Sa) 

~i=~O.i+(~-~~), ~,(ai)=f5i+(~~-40)ZiSi, I<i<m. (3.5b) 

A straightforward calculation shows that 

Re[(+,(x)-$O<y>)(~)] ~(-1/L)l~~(~)-rcl~(~)l* forallx~~ v 
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provided 6 is small enough and f large enough. In view of Lemma 3.5 there exists an extension 
J/EP(-l/L) of $0. 

(2) Let 4.4 E C be given with 1 q - qO 1 < 6 and 1 tf - ijo 1 < 6. With the definition of pi and pi 
in (3.5) it is easily verified that condition (3.3) is fulfilled. Defining q1 and & as stated in the 
lemma we finally have 

A - 41 = K(Z) ’ b&l - %) + w 43 - k d= 

Consequently, (3.4) holds provided 6 is chosen so small that also 26 \< E I go - qO I. 0 

Lemma 3.7. Let positive real numbers 8 and L, a complex number q$, and for j = 1, 2,. . . , m a 
mapping +T : 43 + C be given with 

l+~(x)-+~(y)I <Llx--yl foralkyEC. 

If 

8Lmax i IaiiI < $, 
i 

J'1 

then the system of equations 

has a unique solution (x1, x2,. . . , x, IT E C m and the corresponding quantity 

4,* = qc? + @ C bj+~(xjl 
j=l 

satisfies 

lq:-q;l ~~8Cl[lb,I+Ib,I+ -=. +lUl 

with p=maXjl+,?(q$)I= 

Proof. The above system of equations can be rewritten as X = G( X) where X = (x1, x2,. . . , x,)~ 

and G:C”+C” isdefinedas 

Gi(X)=qz+Bg aij+T(xj), 1 <i<m. 
j-1 

Introducing the maximum norm I 9 1 o. = maxi I xi I, it is easily seen that G is a contraction, 

[G(X)-G(Y)I,<ilX- YI, forall X,YEC”‘. 

In view of the contraction mapping theorem it follows that G has a unique fixed point 
X= (x,, x2 ,..., x,)~. Note that for i = 1, 2 ,..., m 

I+T(xi) I Q l+i*(Qo*) l+Llxi-q,* l 

</J+BLt Ia;j+T(Xj)) G/J+ +IIMXI+T(Xj)(. 
j=l i 
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Hence 

and the above inequality for 1 qr - qz 1 immediately follows. •I 

3.2. Proving the main result 

Theorem 3.8. Let S be a given irreducible [lo] Runge-Kutta scheme, and Z E 9. Let 0 < e < 
IK(Z)l, L=L(Z)+e and w,,i?,~C with w&C,. Then a sequence B,, 92, t&,... and a 
continuous function 9 : R x C + C exist with 

o<enGi, +(T, l )ES+I/L) foralln>, 1, rEcB 

such that there are complex vj”), CjnJ, w, and 15, satis+ing,for all n 2 1 

vtn) 
i = wn_p + en f aij+( rn-* + cjen, Vjn)), 1 <<ini, (3.6a) 

j=l 

fjtn) 
i = Gn_l + en c aij+( Tn_l + cjOn, l$‘“‘), l<i<m, (3.6b) 

j-1 

w, = W,_l + en C bj+( 7n-1 + cjen, v;“‘), (3.7a) 
j=l 

icn = En_1 + en i bj+( Tn-1 + cj&, $“I), (3.7b) 
/=I 

and for all even n 2 2 

I@n -w,12(lK(Z)l-E)n’2*l~O-Wfjl. (3 8) . 

Here we use the notation 7, _ 1 = 6$ + IY2 + - n l 9 49, _ 1. 

Proof. (1) Let S, 2, E, L, w,, and iii,, be as in the assumptions of the theorem. We define 

P=www~S l 
*I2 For arbitrary integers k >, 1 we will write Tk for the set 

1 I 7 r=rk_l +Cjek,l<j<m). 

Further we put TW = UFzITk. In part (2) of the proof we will construct a sequence of mappings 

&P/+4%=+6= l **Y a sequence of step sizes el, d2, &, . . . (with Bk = 1 if k is even, and 
0 ( ok < 1 if k is odd) and complex numbers wk, tsI,, vjk), 5jk) (1 \< j < m, k > 1) such that for 
n = 0, 2,4, 6,. . . we have the properties (3.9)-(3.12): 

XC +C satisfies +,,(r, l )EF(-l/L) forall rE 6 Tk, 
k-l 

(3 9) . 

vtk) 
i = wk_l + ek c aij&,( rk_1 + cj@k, $‘)), lgigm, l<k<n, (3.10a) 

j=l 

#k’ 
i = i?,__, + ek f aij+,,( rk__1 + CjBk, ii,!k’)l l<i,<m, l<k<n, (3.10b) 

j=l 
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- G&, = wk_1 + ok E bj+,,(7”_1 + cj&v $"$ l<k<n, (3.1lb) 
j=l 

iak -wkI apkIG()-w()I, k=0,2,4 ,..., n. (3.12) 

We define the mapping +_:~_X~+c as +~=&&J$++& l ==. As t&=1 (for all even 
k 2 2) we have T_ = ( T:, $, rl,. . . ) with T,# < 7; ( T; < l l l and limk _ _rL = 00. Extending em 
toamapping+:WXC --+ C by linear interpolation and by @( ci, x) = +_( T{, x) (for T < T{ and 
x E C), it follows from (3.9) and Lemmata 3.3 and 3.4 that 9 is a continuous function with 
+(T, 0) ES( -l/L) (for all T E R). Further, in view of (3.10)-(3.12) we have the relations 
(3.6)-(3.8). 

(2) In this part we construct a sequence of mappings h C & C & C l l l , a sequence of step 
sizes e,, e2, ej,. . . and complex numbers wk, i?,, vJk), ijtk) (1 <j < m, k 2 1) such that for 
n = 0, 2,4,. . . the relations (3.9)-(3.12) are valid. We define #+, to be the function with empty 
domain. Obviously, with this definition the relations (3.9)-(3.12) are fulfilled with n = 0. 

Next, suppose that an even integer N >, 0 is given and that a mapping &, a sequence of step 
sizes 8,, e2,._., eN and complex numbers wk, ekY vjk), 6;“) (1 <j < m, 1 < k < N) are already 
defined such that (3.9)-(3.12) hold with n = N. In the following we will prove that there exist an 
extension +N + 2 of +N, step sizes eN+ 1 and t9N+Z and complex numbers Wk, Sk, vjk), qk) 
jl<j<m, N-i-1 < k < N + 2) such that (3.9)-(3.12) also hold with n = N + 2. 

Let 8 > 0 agld # ES( -- 1/L) be given by Lemma 3.6 (with q. = wnr and & = GN). We define 
e N+, = e and 0N+2 = 1, where 8 E (0, l] will be specified below. Further we define the mapping 

N 

d+Vb, -x), ifrE U T,andxEC, 

+N+2h x) = 

i 

k-l 

JlbL if TE (TN+, U TN+z)\ 

C1ear1Y +N + 2 is an extension of #N satisfying 13.9) with n = N + 2. Choosing 8 so small that 

eL max C IaijI g i 

i j=l 

and 

it follOws from Lemma 3.3 (with (Y = - l/L) and Lemma 3.7 (with +,? = $#N+Z( TN + Cje, l ) and 
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q$ = wN, $,,) that there exist complex numbers WN+7, I?~,+,, I_.$~+‘), EjN+*) (1 <j < m) such 

that 

VW+ 1) 
i 

= WN + ON+* c aij+N+2( rkr + Cj@N+l, 6’jN+‘)), 1 < i < m, (3.13a) 
j=l 

m 

p+u 
i = i?N + @N+l C aij+N+z( TN + t?j@N+l, i7jN+*)), 1 < i d m. (3.13b) 

j=l 

m 

wN+l = W *J $- 6N+1 C bj@N+z( TN + cj@N+ 1, UjN+“), 

j=l 

m 

‘N+1 = b?N + @N+l C bj+N+z( TN + cj@N+l, fijN+“), 

j-1 

IW N+l -WNI <8, ~~N+1-~N) <66. 

(3 .‘14a) 

(3.14b) 

(3.15) 

For 6 small enough the sets TN+2 and lJfcITk are disjoint, and therefore 

+N+&9 x) = +fx) 
for TE TN+29 XEC. 

In view of Lemma 3.6 (with q= w,,,+* and q= I?,,,+~) we thus have proved the existence of 
complex numbers wN+2, fiN+;, vjN+‘), $N+2) (1 <j < m) with 

vV’+2) = 
i wN+] + ON+2 F aijeN+2( ‘N+1 + ‘j’N+2, vjN+2’)T l,<i,<m, (3.16a) 

j=l 

$N+2)= - 
i wN+l + @N+2 i Oij$N+2( ‘N+l + cjeN+2y ‘jN+2))T l<igm, (3.16b) 

j=l 

wN+2= wN+i + eN+2 i bjeN+2( 7N+ 1 + cjeN+2p v~N+2’)~ 
i3.17a) 

j=l 

+N+2='N+1 +8N+2 i bj@N+2(TN+l +Cj@N+2Y i;i(N+2))~ (3.17b) 
j=l 

I+ N+2 -WN+ZI ~P’I*N-ww,I- 

Clearly we have proved (3.0)-(3J2) with n = N + 2. 

(3.18) 

0 

Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let (Y E ( - 00, O] and H E (0: 
of Section 2.1 is valid for an irreducible [lo] scheme 

oo] be given. Assume that proposition (P3) 
S. We shall prove r(S) > ( - 2a)-‘H. 

Suppose r(S) < ( - 2ar)-‘H. Then, in view of Lemma 3.1, there is a diagonal matnx 2 E 9 
with L( 2) < ( -a)-lH and I K( 2) I > 1. We apply Theorem 3.8 with 

O<E<min(-L(Z)+(-cr)-k ]&I(Z)]-l), 

L=L(z)+&, w,=o, Go= 1. 
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Let the sequence 8,, &, &. . l and the function $B be as in Theorem 3.8, and let p = 

( I K(Z) I -e lj2. Note that 

L+ < (-a)-‘H, (3.19) 

p>l. (3.20) 

Let h be arbitrary with 0 < h < H. We define step sizes h, and a continuous function 
f:R xR2+R2 by 

h,=t?,,h, n=l, 2, 3 ,... 

and 

f(t, X) = h-‘(Re @(t/h, & + is,), Im @(t/h, & + it~))~ 

for rE.R, x=(51, 52)TER2. 

ClearlyO<h,<H(n=1,2,3,... ). Further, by equipping lR2 with the standard inner product 
(x, y) = xTy and corresponding Euclidean norm 1 x 1 2 = (xTx)‘/‘, it easily follows from +( 7, 0) 
eS( - l/L) (cf. Theorem 3.8) that 

v[/] < -h/L. (3.21) 

Using the usual isomorphy between C and R2 it follows from Theorem 3.8 (cf. (34, (3.7)) that 
there exist yj”), j;i”‘) (1 <j< m, n >, 1) and u,, ii,, (n >, 0) in R2 with u0 = (0, O)T, i&, = (1, O)T 
such that relations (1.2) and (1.3) are valid for n >, 1. Moreover we obtain from Theorem 3.8 (cf. 
(3.8)) 

I%- u,12Zp”Iiio-uo12, n=2,4,6 ,.... 

In view of (P3) we conclude that v[ f ] >, a, so (3.21) yields a < -h/L. As the latter inequality is 
valid for arbitrary h E (0, H) we have a q -H/L, which is a contradiction in view of (3.19). We 
thus have proved r( S j >, ( - 2aj-‘H. q 
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